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In this paper we present a methodology of translation from a given source 
language to a given target language. From syntactic and semantic onsiderations 
of the source and target languages, conditions are developed to assure correctness 
of the translator. It is proven that these conditions form a minimal set to prove 
correctness of the translator. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A translation is a relation between the sentences of a source language and the 
sentences of a target language. Translat ion by computers has been investigated 
ever since a memorandum on the feasibility of natural language translation 
was proposed in 1949 by Weaver (1949). Chomsky's  formal syntax (Chomsky, 
1959) gave an added impetus to machine translation. Cheatham and Sattley 
(1964) introduced a syntax-directed translator which took advantage of formal 
syntactic specifications of the source and target languages to define a translation. 
Aho and U l lman (1969a, 1969b, 1971, 1972) analyzed formal properties of the 
syntax-directed translator, and demonstrated its inherent capabilities and 
limitations. 
However,  intuitively, a translation is more than merely a relation between 
the sentences of a source language and those of a target language. A translation 
of a source language sentence, should, in some sense of the term, preserve the 
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semantics of the source sentence. This issue, however, could not be investigated 
until semantics had been introduced into the definition of languages. There have 
been several approaches to semantics of languages including those of Knuth 
(1968b), Lucas, Lauer, and Stigleitner (1968), Scott and Strachey (1971), 
Floyd (1967), and Hoare and Wirth (1973), to mention a few. Lewis, Rosen- 
krantz, and Stearns (1974) introduced a model of translation using Knuth's 
techniques. Benson (1974) and Buttleman (1974) used formal semantic descrip- 
tions of languages to develop conditions under which syntax-directed translators 
induced semantic-preserving translations. Pyster (1975) introduced semantics 
into various stages of the translation process and investigated a hierarchy of 
"semantic syntax directed translators." These translators are very powerful 
in terms of the class of languages they can translate. However, the complexity 
of the operation of such translators can be considerable, since semantic processing 
during translation isexpensive. It is therefore of interest to investigate a particular 
class of syntax-directed translators which require a minimal amount of semantic 
processing. 
In this paper, we investigate such a translator. The basic notation is introduced 
in Section 2. Section 3 provides a formal semantic description of languages. 
The translation problem is presented in Section 4. The translator itself is 
introduced in Section 5, and Section 6 summarizes the results of Part I. Part I I  
investigates the capabilities and limitations of the translator. 
2. ]~ASIC TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 
Several concepts need to be introduced before proceeding further. We presume 
that the reader is familiar with basic formal anguage theory as in Hopcroft and 
Ullman (1969). 
Let A and B be sets of strings, f and g be partial functions, and a 6 A and 
b ~ B. Then A + is the set of strings obtained by concatenating one or more 
elements of A; A* is A + t3 {e} where "e" is the null string; I a [ is the length of 
"a"; "ab" is the concatenation of "a" and "b" (in that order); AB is the set of 
strings "xy" where x ~ A andy ~ B. DOMAIN(f )  is the set on whichfis defined; 
RANGE(f)  is the set of valuesf(x) for some x ~ DOMAIN(f) .  The composition 
o f f  and g is f  o g wheref o g(x) = f(g(x)). The set of subsets of a set S is PWR(S). 
We denote the nonnegative integers by INT,  and k-tuples of nonnegative integers 
by INT*.  The set {i[1 <~ i <~ n} is denoted by _n. 
Definition D.2.1 describes trees. 
DEFINITION D.2.1 (TREE(V)). Let V be a finite alphabet. Then a tree over V 
is a string t such that either t 6 (V U {e}) or t = _d(t 1 .'. t~) where _//~ V and 
t 1 ,,.., t~ are trees over V. The set of trees over V is TREE(V). 
It is presumed that the reader is familiar with the notions of the HEIGHT,  
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ROOT and FRONTIER of a tree. A tree t = X(YY(ZY>)  has HEIGHT(t )  = 
2, ROOT(t) = X and FR(t) = YZY (FRONTIER is abbreviated FR). 
A particular operation on trees, tree composition, is of importance. We denote 
the composition of a tree q to treep at frontier position k ofp by COMP(p, q, h). 
The composition COMP(p, q, k) is defined if and only if the FR(p)~ = ROOT(q) 
(i.e., the k'th symbol at the frontier o fp  is equal to the root of q). 
We now generalize the idea of composition to do several compositions at once. 
Suppose to, t 1 , t2, ta and t 4 are trees as represented in Fig. I. The frontier of t o 
is YZYX.  Definition D.2.2 shows how to describe the tree obtained by "hanging" 
t l ,  t2, t~ and t 4 on the frontier of t o as indicated in Fig. 2. 
X 
t I t 2 t 3 t 4 
Y Z Y X 
FIGURE 1 
X 
t I t 2 t 3 t 4 
FIGURE 2 
DEFINITION D.2.2 (box bracketing). Let {to, t 1 .... , tk} be trees such that 
¢ I FR(to) = ROOT(tz)-. .  ROOT(tk). Define a set of trees {to, t~ .... , tk} as 
follows: 
(1) t; = to 
(2) t~ = COMP(t ; ,  t l ,  1) 
(3) t~ = COMP(tL1 ,  h ,  t FR(t~) ... FR(h_I)I + 1) 
Then to[t a --- tk] is said to be a box bracketing of t£. 
for 2 ~ i <~ k. 
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Thus, for example, X(XY) [X(Z)Y(W)]  and X(X(Z)Y) [ZY(W)]  are box 
bracketings of a tree X(X(Z)Y(W)) .  In any box bracketing to[t 1 ... tk] of 
a tree t, we refer to t o as a supertree of t; t 1 ,..., tk as subtrees of t; and the entire 
set {t o , tl ,..., t~} as components of t. Further, any component of a component 
o f  t is also a component of t. This enables us to isolate a tree "within" a larger 
tree for discussion. Analogous to set theory, a supertree of t is said to be proper 
if it is neither t itself, nor ROOT(t). 
It is now necessary to define a potentially infinite sequence of sets of trees. 
DEFINITION D.2.3 (T(r)). 
r >/0  is defined inductively as follows: 
(1) T(0) = {c/c is a label of a node of some tree in T} 
(2) T(1) = T 
(3) T(r + 1) = {tit = to[t1." t~] where 
Let T be a set of trees over If. Then T(r) for 
(a) t 0e T(1) 
(b) ti e T(k) w V for some l ~<k~r  
(c) t does not belong to T(k) for any 1 ~ k ~ r}. 
Thus, for example, if T = {X(XY) ,  X (XY(1) ) ,  Y(1)} 
{X, Y, 1}, T(1) ~- T, and T(2) is 
then T (O)= 
{X(X(XY(1) )Y ) ,  X (X(XY(1) )Y (1) ) ,  X (X(XY)Y) ,  X (X(XY)Y(1) )} .  
All the four trees in T(2) are obtained by picking t o in part (3) of D.2.3 as 
X(XY) .  The second and fourth trees could also have been obtained by picking 
t o to be X(XY(1) ) .  Note that X(XY(1) )  is not a member of T(2) even though 
X(XY(1) )  = X(XY) [XY(1) ] ,  
since it is already in T(1), as a consequence of clause (3c) in D.2.3, Thus the 
sets T( j )  are disjoint. 
we  next define sets of trees that can be "generated" by T. 
DEFINITION D.2.4 (GEN(T), GEN(T, A), GENC(T),  GENC(T, A)). Let T 
be a set of trees over V, and A c If. Then 
GEN(T) = {tit e T(n), where n > 0) 
GEN(T, A) = {tit ~ GEN(T),  ROOT(t) = A}. 
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Further, if V = N U Z where N and Z are disjoint, and if for each t E T, the 
labels of nonfrontier nodes of t are in N, then: 
GENC(T) --~ {t/t ~ GEN(T), FR(t) ~ 2:*} 
GENC(T, A) = {t/t ~ GENC(T), ROOT(t) = A}. 
The sets GENC(T) and GENC(T, _//) are referred to as complete (or terminated) 
trees. 
A "context-free grammar" (cfg) is a 4-tuple G --~ (N, Z, P, A) where N is 
the nonterminal alphabet, Z is the terminal alphabet, A ~ N is the axiom, and 
the production set P is a set o f  trees over N u Z ~3 {e} of height 1. The only 
elements of P in which the null string is permitted are of the form X<e> (erasing 
productions). Conventionally, a production has been represented by X -+ 
Y1 "'" Yk rather than X<Y 1 "" Y~>. We prefer to use the latter form because 
our work makes considerable use of derivation trees (parse trees). By our earlier 
definitions, the set of derivation trees of a grammar G is GENC(P, A). The set 
of sentences of G is a set: 
SEN(G) = {w/w = FR(t) for some t ~ GENC(P, A)} 
Hopcroft and Ullman (1969) refer to SEN(G) as the language of G. In this 
paper,••however, we reserve the term language for a set of strings along with 
some semantic information. 
Finally, if G = (N, 27, P, A) is a cfg and T C GEN(P), we say that T is a 
generating set for G if GENC(T, A) = GENC(P, -//). Thus a generating set 
For a grammar must be capable of generating all complete derivation trees of 
the grammar. 
3. SEMANTICS AND LANGUAGES 
Our development of semantics is essentially Knuth's synthesized attributes 
semantics (Knuth, i968b), Which'we will presume the reader is familar with. 
A semantics for a cfg is a triple S = (UNIV, M, TR(G)) where UNIV is a 
"universe of discourse", M is a "meaning function", and TR(G) is a set of 
"semantic functions" as defined below. 
DEFINITION D.3.1. (universe of discourse). A universe of discourse is a set 
of strings UNIV with the property that if xy ~ x'y'  where x, y,  x', y '  ~ UNIV, 
then x = x' and y ~ y'.  Thus a concatenation of elements of UNIV can be 
uniquely "decomposed" into concatenants from UNIV. 
A Universe of discourse need not even be countable. It needs to represent 
(as strings) everything the language "talks about." The unique decomposition 
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of the concatenation of elements of UNIV  is easily achieved by ensuring that 
each element of UNIV  has a special delimiting character. We shall leave this 
character out of our examples for the sake of clarity. 
DEFINITION D.3.2 (meaning function). A meaning function M for a cfg 
G is a mapping 
M: (N w X)* --+ PWR(UNIV +) 
where M(c) is recursively enumerable and nonempty for all c ~ (N w Z)*, and 
if c E (N W 27) and w c (N u 27)+ then M(wc) ~- M(w) M(c). 
Note that even the null string e can be associated with a recursively enumerable 
set M(e). 
DEFINITION D.3.3 (semantic function). Let G be a cfg, M a meaning 
function for G, and t ~ GEN(P). Then a function 
g: M(FR(t)) --~ M(ROOT(t)) 
is said to be a semantic function for t if it is partial recursive, and if g is the 
identity function when the height of t is zero. 
Letg be a semantic function of a tree t. Then we will often sayg(a 1 -.- an) = b 
when a i E M(FR(t)i). Thus, for example, if t -~ S(S  + S)  and g(ala2a3) = 
~(th ,  a3), we imply that a 1 e M(S),  a 2 ~ M(+)  and a 3 ~ M(S).  
The synthesized attribute scheme introduced by Knuth assigns semantic 
functions to productions of a grammar, and uses them to compute values of  
attributes on trees formed by these productions. In like manner, we will use 
semantic functions of productions to determine semantic functions of arbitrary 
trees formed by these productions. In order to study this it is first necessary 
to introduce some notation. Let f :  UNIV  ~ UNIV  and g: UNIV  --~ UNIV  
be two functions. Then: 
f//g: UNIV × UNIV  --+ UNIV  × UNIV  
is a function with f//g(xy) = f (x )g(y ) .  Note thatf//g is a well-defined function 
since xy is uniquely decomposable into x concatenated with y. 
As a notational convenience, terms like G, Gi , G' henceforth refer to the 
context free grammars (N, Z, P, M), (N, , 27i, Pi , Ai), and (N', 27', P' ,  A'). 
The set V denotes N td 27. Also, the set of all partial recursive functions is 
denoted by {f[i]}, and, the pth partial recursive function by f [p ] .  
DEFINITION D.3.4 (TR(G)). Let G be a cfg and t ~ GEN(P).  Define a 
function TR(t) as follows: 
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(1) I f  t ~ P, then TR(t) is a semantic function for t. 
(2) If to[t 1 "" tn] where t o E P, then 
TR(t) = TR(t0) o TR(tl)//'"//TR(t~) 
(where the composition (o) is done last) 
Further, we define the set TR(G) = {TR(t)/t ~ GEN(P)}. 
The reader may easily verify that TR(G) is a set of semantic functions for all 
trees of GEN(P). Example E.3.1 below illustrates the above definition. 
EXAMPLE E.3.1. Let G = (N, Z, P, A) be a cfg where N = {S}, Z = {+, 1}, 
A = S, and P ~- {S(S + S), S(1)}. Let the universe of discourse be the set: 
UNIV  = InW U {f[i]} 
and let the meaning function be 
M(S) = INT  
M(q-) = f[p] where f[p](x, y) = x • y. 
The semantic functions of productions of P are 
TR(S(S  + S)): INT{f[p]} INT-*  INT  
where TR(S(S  + S))(xyz) • y(x, z) for x, z e INT,  y ~ {f[p]} 
TR(S(1)) :  {1} -*  rNT  where TR(S(1))(x) = l for x e {1}. 
Let us now compute the semantic function of S(S( I )  ~- S)  according to D.3.4: 
TR(S(S(1)  ~- S)):  {1}{f[p]}INT -*  INT  
where TR(S(S(1)  + S)) = TR(S(S  ~- S~) o TR(S(1))//TR(+)//TR(S) since 
S~S~I) 4- S) ~ S~S + S)[S( I )  + S]. Thus, if x~{1}, y~{f[p]}, and 
z ~ INT,  then 
TR(S(S( I )  + S))(xyz) = TR(S(S  + S)) o TR(S(1))//TR(-~)//TR(S)(xyz) 
= TR(S(S  + S~)(TR(S(I~)(x) TR(+) (y )  TR(S)(z)) 
= TR(S(S  + S))(lyz) 
= y0 ,  O, 
which is the expected answer. 
We can now define a semantics for a grammar. 
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DEFINITION D.3.5 (semantics). Let G be a cfg, UNIV  a universe of 
discourse, M a meaning function for G, and TR(G) a set of semantic functions 
for GEN(P). Then S = (UNIV, M, TR(G)) is a semantics for G. 
Example E.3.1 provides asemantics for a grammar. For any x e V the meaning 
function M in a semantics S determ!nes the Possible values which can occur in 
the ranges of semantic functions of trees rooted by x. However, M(x) may also 
include "useless meanings" which do not occur in the range of any semantic 
function of a tree rooted by x. A meaning function 3¢ is said to be minimal 
(with respect o S) if M(x) has no such "useless meanings", i.e., if for all x e V: 
M(x) = {z/z E RANGE(TR(I)) for some t e (GEN(P) • 27) with ROOT(t) = x}. 
A minimal meaning function is analogous to a reduced grammar.  
Let us now consider what a language should be. Classically, a;language is 
defined as a set of strings from a finite alphabet. This definition, while reasonable 
in a "semantics-free" nvironment, requires modification when languages are 
studied from both a syntactic and a semantic point of view. A statement A = 
A + 1 is not in FORTRAN if its meaning is to print _/l, but it is ~in :FORTRAN 
if its meaning is to increase the value of A by 1. Hence a language is a set of 
strings over a finite alphabet along with their meanings. This concept evolved 
from earlier studies in mathematical logic, and has been Used by Pyster (1975). 
DEFINITION D.3.6 (language). Let 27 be a finite alphabet, and  UNIV  
a universe of discourse. Then a language L is any subset of (E* × UNIV).  
Further, if (x, m) eL,  then x is a sentence ofL, and m is a meaning for x inL. 
I f L  is a language, then the set of meaningful sentences of L is: 
MSEN(L) = {xf(x, m) eL for some m}. 
~A~e also define the set of meanings of a sentence w and a language L: 
MEAN(w) = {m/(w, m) e L} 
MEAN(L) = {m[(w, re) eL  for some w e MSEN(L)} 
Our earlier definitions for grammars and semantics enable us. to provide 
a mechanism to describe languages. 
DEFINITION D.3.7 (Language Definition System--LDS). Let G be a Cfg, 
and S a semantics for G. Then D = (G, S) is a language definition system. 
(LDS). The language of D (referred to asL(D) orL(G, S)) is the set 
L(D) = {(w, y)/w e SEN(G), y e RANGE(TR(t)) where t e GENC(P, A) and 
FR(t) = w}. 
Further we define MSEN(D) ~--- MSEN(L(D)). 
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LEMMA L.3.1. Let D = (G, S) be a LDS. Then 
(1) MEAN(w)= U~>o (RANGE(TR(t~))) where t~, tz ..... are trees of 
GENC(P, A) with frontier w. 
(2) MSEN(L(D)) = {w/w ~ SEN(G), MEAN(w) is nonempty} 
(3) L(D) = {(w, m)/w E MSEN(L(D)) and m ~ MEAN(w)}. 
Proof. This lemma follows from the earlier definitions. | 
Theorem T.3.2, below, states that the class of languages defined by language 
definition systems is precisely all the recursively enumerable languages, in spite 
of the fact that the grammar of an LDS is context free. 
THEOREM T.3.2. A language L is recursively enumerable if and only ilL = L( D) 
for some LDS D = (G, S). 
Proof. First, assume L = L(D) for some D = (G, S). We can then dovetail 
the enumeration of GENC(P, .4) and the enumeration of the ranges of the 
semantic functions of GENC(P,  A). This is possible since the semantic functions 
are partial recursive functions. As this dovetailing proceeds, output the pair 
(FR(t), m) if m belongs to the range of a semantic function TR(t) (where 
t E GENC(P, A)). This is an enumeration of L(D). 
Now assume L is a recursively enumerable language. Since L is a language, 
MSEN(L) is a subset of Z0* for some finite alphabet X 0 . Since L is recursively 
enumerable, there is a partial recursive function g such that g(n, w) is the n'th 
meaning of w (all that is needed is to enumerateL till we obtain the nth occurrence 
of a pair whose first element is w. The second element of this pair will then be 
g(n, w)). 
Let G = (N, Z, P, A) where N = {S, X, Z}, Z = Zo, A = S, and 
P = {S<X), X<X), X<Z)} U {Z(Zc)/c ~ Zo} tJ {Z@)fc a Zo} ~J {Z@)}. 
Let the semantics S = (UNIV, M, TR(G)) where: 
UNIV = MEAN(L) u ( INT  × Zo* ) w Z o • {f[i]} ~3 {e} 
M(S) = MEAN(L), _/V/(X) = INT  × Z*, :V/(Z) = {1} × Z*,  
M(e) = {c} for all c e (Z o v {e}) 
TR(Z@))(w) = (1, w) TR(XfX))(n, w) = (n + l, w) 
TR(Z<Zc))((1, w)c) = (1, wc) TR(S(X))(n, w) = g(n, w) 
TR(X<Z))(1, w) = (1, w). 
Consider a parse tree in G, shown in Fig. 3. The range of the semantic function 
of this tree is the set {g(3, w)}. It will be empty if w has two or less meanings in L. 
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FIGURE 3 
Thus, the language L(G, S) is the set 
L(G , S) = {(w, g(n, w))/w ~ ~* and n ~ INT  and g(n, w) is defined} 
But this is precisely the set L. Hence L = L(G, S). | 
Thus, we see that all recursively enumerable languages can be described by a 
suitable language definition system, as a matter of fact by a LDS whose grammar 
is "almost" a regular grammar. Theorem T.3.2 actually provides us with a 
"normal form" to describe LDS's. 
THEOREM T.3.3. Let D 1 be a LDS. Then it is possible to construct a LDS 
D 2 ~ (Cz, S~) such that L(D1) ~ L(Dz) and the productions of G 2 are of the 
forms: 
Z(Y)  or Z(Yc)  or Z(c) 
where Z and Y are nonterminal symbols, and c is a terminal symbol or e. 
Proof. Since D 1 is a LDS, L(D1) is recursively enumerable, by the first part 
of Theorem T.3.2. Hence, the proof of the second part of Theorem T.3.2 
provides us with the required LDS D 2 . | 
In the subsequent sections, we will use the LDS to define translators. The 
"normal form" of a LDS provided in Theorem T.3.3 will be useful in studying 
the capabilities and limitations of our translators. 
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4. TRANSLATION 
A partial translation from a source language L i to a target language L 2 is a 
mapping 
f:  MSEN(L1) --~ PWR(MSEN(L~)). 
The partial translation f is semantic preserving if v ~ f (w)  implies that 
(MEAN(w) n MEAN(v)) is nonempty. Thus, if a semantic preserving trans- 
lation f translates a sentence v to a sentence w, then v and w have at least one 
meaning in common. 
A partial translation f from L i to L 2 is said to be total if it can translate very 
sentence of the source language, i.e. if f (w) is nonempty for each w ~ NISEN(Li). 
In this paper we are mainly concerned with semantic preserving total translations. 
When we specify semantic preserving partial translations, we shall specify 
precisely which subset of the source language is translated. Section 5 deals with 
conditions under which semantic preserving translations can be defined. For 
the~sake of brevity, we henceforth use the term "translation" to denote semantic 
preserving total translations, and "partial translation" to denote semantic 
preserving partial translations. 
SOURCE 
SENTENCE 
TARGET 
SENTENCE 
SE NTIC   LTER I \SOORCE SENTENCE/ 
TREE 
TRANSDUCER 
LZ 
FIGURE 4 
The basic translation scheme we follow is illustrated in Fig. 4. Classically, the 
translators did not have any semantic processing. Cheatham and Sattley (1964) 
introduced the syntax-directed translator structured as in Fig. 4, without any 
semantic filtering. They cleverly constructed their tree transducers to guarantee 
that the translators were semantic preserving. Aho and Ullman (1969a, 1969b, 
1971, 1972) formally analyzed the properties of the syntax-directed translator 
643139!3-3 
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and demonstrated its inherent capabilities and limitations. Pyster (1975) intro- 
duced semantic processing at various stages of this process and investigated 
a hierarchy of translators. Our process incorporates semantics at only one stage 
of the translation process, a filtering stage. Only parse trees t such that 
RANGE(TR(t)) is nonempty will be permitted to go through the various 
stages of the process. Such parse trees are referred to as meaningful parse trees. 
At this juncture we pose a decidability question. We enquire if its is decidable 
whether there exists a translation from a given recursively enumerable source 
language to a given recursively enumerable target language. Any answers to this 
question will also be applicable to languages defined by language definition 
systems ince we proved in Theorem T.3.2 that LDS's  describe all and only 
reeursively enumerable languages. Theorem T.4.1 shows that the existence 
of a translation from a given recursively enumerable source language to a given 
recursively enumerable target language is undecidable. 
THEOREM T.4.1. Let L 1 and Lz be any recursively enumerable anguages. Then 
it is undeeidable if there is a translation from L 1 to L 2 . , 
Proof. Let k be any integer, and g any partial recursive function. Pick 
L1 = {(a, k)} 
L 2 = {(b% g(n))/n E INT  and g(n) is defined}. 
There is a translation from L 1 toL  2 if and only if k e RANGE(g), an undecidable 
question. | 
Thus the very existence of a semantic preserving total translator is undecidable 
in general. It is therefore of prime importance to construct ranslators in such 
a manner that they may be proven to be semantic preserving and total. 
5. TABLE TRANSLATION 
5.1. Semantic Preserving Translators 
Our translation procedure is essentially a string transducer, and we shall state 
conditions under which the string transducer determines a translation. In order 
to do this, it is first necessary to define when a tree t 1 "translates to" a tree tz. 
In the case of sentences of a language, we stated that a sentence w I translates 
to a sentence w~ if w~ and w 2 have a meaning in common. However, as trees 
have semantic functions rather than meanings, we need to resort to a more 
complex definition. 
DEFINITION D.5.1 (TR(tl) ~ TR(t2) ). Let D x and D~ be two (not neces- 
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satily distinct) LDS's. Let t 1 ~ (GEN(P1) ~A V1) and t~ E (GEN(P2) v V2). Then 
TR(tl) ~ TR(t~) (TR(t~) translates to TR(@) if there is a partial function: 
f:  M~(FR(h)) --~ M2(FR(t2) 
such that TR(tx) = TR(t2) of. We also express this by saying that "t 2 preserves 
the semantics of tl". The function f is referred to as a Semantic Association 
Function. 
Thus, for example, if M(S)= M(E)~ INT,  M(+)= {f[p]} where 
f [p ] (x ,  y)  = x -1-y, and 
TR(S<SS~-}) (xyz )  = z(x, y) 
TR(E(E  + E))(xyz) ---- y(x, z). 
Then 
TR(S<SS+})  ~ TR(E<E -t- E}), for TR(S<SS q-}) = TR(E<E ,-k E}) o f  
where f :  INT  INT{f[p]} --~ INT{f[p]} INT  has f (xyz )  = xzy.  
Tree transducers have been studied by several researchers including Thatcher 
(1970), Benson (1974), Buttlemann (1974), Rounds (1970), and Engelfriet (1975) 
to mention a few. Our tree transducer is very similar to Thatcher's Finite State 
Transformations (1970) where the state set has cardinality one. The tree trans- 
ducer is incorporated into the translation procedure of Fig. 4 to yield a language 
translator. This tree transducer, eferred to as a table transducer, is introduced 
in D.5.2. 
DEFINITION D.5.2 (table transducer). Let T 1 and T~ be finite sets of trees, 
where each tree of T 1 has height greater than zero. Then a table transducer r 
from T 1 to T 2 is a function 
~': T 1 --~ PWR(T 2 × INT*),  
such that: 
(1) ~-(t) is a finite set for all t ~ T 1 . 
(2) I f  (t', x 1 ".. x,~)~'r(t) then ] FR(t')[ = m and 0 ~ x~ ~ I FR(t)I 
(where 1 ~ i ~ m). 
The m-tuple x 1 --. xm is referred to as an index vector for t'. 
DEFINITION D.5.3 (r*). Let T be a table transducer from T 1 to T 2 . Then 
a tree transduction r* is a function 
~-*: GEN(TI) ~ PWR(GEN(T2)) 
defined as follows: 
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(1) If 
(2) If 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
t e T 1 and (t', x 1 "" xm) ~ ~-(t), then t' e r*(t). 
t 6 GEN(T1) and t = to[t 1 "" tn] where t o ~ TI(1), and if: 
(to, x l " -  
t ti ~ T (t~) if Xi is not zero and HEIGHT(t , , )  >/ 1 (for i E _m), 
! ¢ 
t i = FR(to) i if xi = 0 or HEIGHT(t~)  = 0 (for i e _m), 
VR(to) = ROOT(t~) . . -ROOT(t~)  
then to[t'l ... t'~] e r*(t). 
Note that, from clause (d) of part (2) of the definition of r*, only well-formed 
trees can be in **(t). As a matter of fact, if r is not defined in a suitable manner, 
T*(t) could even be the null set. A tree transduction is said to be total if this never 
happens. Further, ~-*(t) is always a finite set of trees since T 1 and T 2 are finite 
sets, and since T(t) is finite for t e T 1 . 
DEFINITION D.5.4 (total tree transduction). Let , be a table transducer 
from T 1 to T 2 . Then r is said to induce a total tree transduction r* if z*(t) is 
nonempty for each t 6 GEN(T1). 
We next develop conditions under which a "table translator" defines a trans- 
lation. In Theorem T.5.1 we first provide conditions under which the tree 
transducer,  defines tree translations. We then formally describe the translation 
procedure (essentially, Fig. 4) and develop conditions to ensure that it induces 
a translation. 
THEOREM T.5.1. Let D 1 = (G1, $1) and D 2 = (G,,, $2) be source and 
target LDS's. Let T 1 C GEN(P1) and T2 C_ (GEN(P2) t) V2) be finite (where 
V2 = N2 u 272). Let z be a table transducer from T 1 to T~. 
For each (t~ , x 1 "" x,~) ~ z(t~), let TR(ti) => TR(t'~) via a semantic association 
function 
f~: MI(FR(t,)) -+ M2(FR(t~.)) , 
such that if I FR(ti){ = n, [ FR(t~) l = m, and f~(a a "" a~) = b 1 "" b,~ (where 
aj ~ MI(FR(ti)j) and bj ~ M2(FR(t~)j)), then: 
(1) bj = a~ if xj is not zero (for j ~ _m). 
(2) bj is any member of M2(FR(t~)~) if xj = 0 (for j~  _m). 
Then TR(t) ~ TR(t')  for each t E GEN(T1) and t' ~ ~-*(t). 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is by induction on the sets TI(h ). 
Base step. From the premises of the theorem we conclude that it is true for 
all trees in TI(1). 
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Induct ion step. Assume the theorem for trees t ~ T l ( r  ) for r ~< k. Consider 
trees t in T~(k + 1). Let t' e r*(t). Hence, by definition D.5.3, 
t = to[t 1 "'" t~] where t o E TI(1 ) and ti ~ (T l ( r i )  vo VI) where ri ~ k 
t' = t;[t i  "" t'm] 
(tD, x 1 "'" x~) ~ "r(t0) 
t and t~ ,..., t~ are defined as in part (2) of definition D.5.3. We will prove the 
induction step of this theorem by providing a semantic association function 
to prove that TR(t) ~ TR(t'). 
Since toe TI(1 ) and (to, x 1 .-. x~)er(t0) , we conclude from the premises 
of the theorem that TR(t0) ~ TR(t£) via a semantic association function f0 
that satisfies the conditions of the theorem. Consider the case when xi is not 
zero for some i. I f  t~, is a single node, then t~ must also be a single node and hence 
TR(tx) ~ TR(t~) by the definition o f f0 .  I f  t~ is not a single node, then it must 
be in some Tl ( r  ) (1 ~< r ~ k). Hence, by the induction hypothesis, TR(tx) 
TR(t~) (since t~ ~ r* ( t~) ) .  Thus, 
TR(tx) ~ TR(t~) if x~ is not zero. (5.1.1) 
Let TR( t , )  ~ TR(t~) via a semantic association function f'~i " Hence, we have 
f ; , :  MI(FR(t~,)) --. M2(FR(t~) ) 
and 
TR(t~) = TR( t} )o f~.  
From an element (to, X 1 "'" Xm) o f  T(t0); and the functions f '~  
(5.1.2) we can define a function 
(5.1.2) 
defined in 
f ' :  MI(FR(t)) -~ M2(FR(t')) ,
such that f ' (a  1 "'" a~) = b 1 "" b~,  where: 
(a) a i ~ MI(FR(ti) ) for i c n 
(b) I f  xi is not zero, then bi = f 'x~(a . )  
(c) I f  xl = 0, then bi = ci where 
fo (TR( t l ) (a l )  "" TR(t~)(a.)) = q . . .%.  (5.I.3) 
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We will now show that TR(t) ~ TR(t')  via the semantic association function 
f ' .  This will be done by proving that 
TR(t)(a 1 --" a,) = TR( t ' )o f ' (a  i ".. a~) 
for all a I " ' "  a, in M(FR(t)). 
TR(t)(ai "'" an) = TR(to[ta "'" tn])(ai  "'" an) 
= TR(to) o TR( ta ) / / ' " / /TR( tn ) (a~ "'" an) by D.3.4 
: TR( to ) (TR( t l ) (a l ) . . .  TR( tn ) (an) )  
= TR(t~)of'o(TR(tl)(al) " . TR( tn ) (an)  ) since t o ~ T~(1) 
and TR(to) ~ TR(t~) via fo .  
Hence we conclude that 
TR(t)(al "" an) = TR(t~)ofo(TR(t~)(a~)'"TR(t.)(an)) 
for all al "'" an E M(FR(t)) (5.1.4) 
But t o ~ Ti(1 ). Hence, by the premises of the theorem, if f ' o (TR( t l ) (a l ) . . .  
TR(tn)(an)) = q "'" c~, then 
(a) I f  x i is not zero than ci = TR(t~,)(a~,) 
(b) I f  x i = 0 then ci ~ M2(FR( to ) i ) .  (5.1.5) 
I f  xi  = 0, then t~ is a single node, and by definition D.3.3, TR(t~) is the 
identity function. Further, from (5.1.3), if xi  = 0, then ci = bi • Hence, since 
TR(t~) is the identity function if xi = 0, we conclude that ci = b~ = TR(t~)(bi). 
Thus 
if x~ = 0 then c i = TR( t~) (b i ) .  (5.1.6) 
But, if x t is not zero, then from (5.1.5) and (5.1.2) we have ci = TR(t~) o f ' ,~(a~i ). 
t a But, from (5.1.3),f~,(~,) = bi Hence 
if xi is not zero, then c" = TR( t~) (b i ) .  (5.1.7) 
Thus, from (5.1.6) and (5.1.7), whether xl is zero or not, ci = TR( t~) (b i ) .  Hence, 
. fo (TR( t l ) (a~)  ...  TR(t~)(a~)) = q "- 'c~ 
where c~ = TR( t~) (b i )  "" TR(t~)(b~) (5.1.8) 
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Hence, from (5.1.4) and (5.1.8); 
TR(t)(a~ "" a.) = TR(t;)of'o(TR(t~)(al) "'" TR(t~)(an)) (from 5.1.4) 
= TR(to)(q " "%)  
= WR(t'o)(TR(t[)(bi) "" TR(t~)(b,~)) (from 5.1.8) 
= WR(to) o WR(t~)/ / . . . / /TR(t~)(b~'"  b~) 
= TR(t~[t[ .'. t~])(bx ... bin) (by D.3.4) 
= TR(t ' )o f ' (a l " "a . ) .  
Thus, we have 
TR(t)(a 1 ... a,~) = TR(t')  of ' (a l  ... a,) for all a~ "" a~ ~ M(FR(t)). (5.1.9) 
Hence, TR(t) ~ TR(t ')  via the semantic association function f ' .  This proves 
the inductive step of the theorem. 
Hence the theorem is proved by induction. [ 
A table transducer r from T~ to T 2 is said to be within source LDS D 1 and 
target LDS D~ if T 1 is a finite subset of GEN(P1) and T 2 is a finite subset of 
(GEN(P2) w V2). If, in addition, r satisfies the conditions of T.5.1, then r 
is a semantic preserving table transducer from T 1 to T 2 within D 1 and D 2 . 
Theorem T.5.1 provides sufficient conditions under which each tree t '~  r*(t) 
preserves the semantics of t. In order to study the consequences of this theorem 
to translation, we define a translation procedure induced by r (essentially the 
procedure of Fig. 4). We shall henceforth refer to asource LD8 as D 1 = (G1, $1) 
and a target LDS as D2 = (G2, $2). We shall also use Vi to denote (N¢ u Zi) 
for i  = 1,2. 
DEFINITION D.5.5 ('~). Let r be a table transducer from T 1 to T 2 within 
D 1 and D2. Then -~ is a function 
?: MSEN(D1) -~ PWR(V*), 
where-~(w) = {w'/t E GENC(P1, A1), FR(t) = w, RANGE(TR(t)) is nonempty, 
t '~ ~*(t), FR(r)  = w'}. 
If w has an infinite number of parses it would be necessary to dovetail the 
enumeration of the parses of w, and of the ranges of their semantic functions 
in order to calculate (w). Further, if ~ is a (partial) translation from L(DI) to 
L(D2), we refer to it as a (partial) table translation. 
Thus, in order to provide a table translation from L 1 to L~, it is necessary to 
construct D I , D 2 and a table transducer r within D 1 and D 2 such thatL(D1) = L 1 
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andL(D2) = L2, and ~ is a translation fromL 1 toL 2 . We will then have provided 
a table translator from L 1 to L 2 . 
We next provide a set of conditions to guarantee that -~ is a translation from 
the source language to the target language. Recall that Ai are the axioms of the 
grammars Gi in LDS's D i = (Gi , Si) for i = 1, 2. 
THEOREM T.5.2. Let -c be a table transducer f om T 1 to T2 within D 1 and D2 , 
and let it satisfy the following conditions: 
(1) T 1 is a finite generating set for G 1 (i.e. GENC(P1,  A1)= 
GENC(T1, A~)). 
(2) I f  t ~ T 1 and ROOT(t) =/11 ,  then for each (t', x 1 "" x,~) in r(t), 
ROOT(t')  = A 2 . 
(3) I f  (t', x 1 "" x,~) is in -c(t) and x~ = 0 (for some i e _m), then FR(t')i • 272. 
I f  xi is nonzero then FR(t)~ i • N 1 . 
(4) z is a semantic preserving table transducer from T 1 to T 2 within D 1 and 
D~. 
(5) .c induces a total tree transduction .r*. 
Then to each w • MSEN(D1) , ~(w) is a nonempty set such that: 
(a) I f  w' • ~(w), then w' • MSEN(D2) and MEAN(w) c~ MEAN(w') is 
nonempty. 
(b) To each m • MEAN(w), there is a w' • 7(w) such that m • MEAN(w'). 
Proof. Let ~- satisfy the conditions of the theorem. We first need to establish 
from condition (3) that if t 'e  ~-*(t) for a terminated tree of GEN(P1) (i.e., 
FR(t) e 27*), then FR(t') e 27~*. 
Assume, by way of contradicton that there exists a terminated tree t of 
GEN(P1) such that t' E ~-*(t) and FR(t') is not in 27". Let t be a shortest such tree. 
The tree t' can be obtained either by part (1) or part (2) of the definition of ~-* 
(definition D.5.3). I f  it were obtained by part (1) of the definition, then (t', 
x l . . . xm)  •-r(t). By condition (3) we conclude that x/ = 0 (for 1 ~ i ~< n) 
since FR(t) • 27*. Hence, FR(t') • 272* (again by condition (3)). This contradicts 
our assumption that t' was not a terminated tree. Hence t' could not have been 
obtained by part (1) of D.5.3. 
Therefore t' must have been obtained by part (2) of D.5.3. Hence 
t = to[t1"'" t~] and t' = to[t ~ "'" t ' ]  where (to, x 1 -..x~)•~-(t0) and the box 
bracketings are as described in part (2) of D.5.3. Clearly t cannot be equal to t o , 
as otherwise, by our earlier argument, t' would be a terminated tree. Hence, 
since t o • TI(1), t o must be a proper supertree of t. Since t' is not a terminated 
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tree, there is some t' a (where 1 ~< a ~< m) such that FR(t'a) is not in 27*, and 
thus, FR(t'0) a 6 N~. Consequently, by condition (3), x~ is nonzero and hence 
FR(t0)~ e N 1 . Therefore, t% is a terminated tree of GEN(P1) such that 
t'a ~ r*(G,)- But t~a is shorter than t, since t o is a proper supertree of t. This 
contradicts our earlier assumption that t was a shortest terminated tree of 
GEN(P1) such that ~'*(t) contained a tree whose frontier is not in X*. Hence, 
if t E GEN(P1) , FR(t) ~ 27" and t' c ~-*(t), then FR(t') ~ X*. (5.2.1) 
Consider any w ~ MSEN(D1) and w' ~f(w). There must be some tree 
t e GENC(P1,  A1) with FR(t) ~ w, RANGE(TR(t)) nonempty, t' ~ r*(t) and 
FR(t') = w'. From condition (4) of the theorem, and T.5.1 we have TR(t) 
TR(t'). So RANGE(TR(t)) is contained in RANGE(TR(t')). Since MEAN(w') 
contains RANGE(TR(t')) and MEAN(w) contains RANGE(TR(t)), we conclude 
that RANGE(TR(t '))  is nonempty, and (MEAN(w) c5 (MEAN(w')) is nonempty. 
Furthermore, since t ~ GENC(P 1 , A1) and t' E ~-*(t) we conclude from (5.2.1) 
that FR(t') ~ 2:*. Hence, by condition (2), t' ~ GENC(P2, A~). Thus, w' = FR(t') 
is in MSEN(D2). This proves (a). 
Now consider any m e MEAN(w). There is some tree t such that FR(t) = w, 
t e GENC(P1,  A1), and m e RANGE(TR(t)).  Since T 1 is a generating set for 
G1, t c GENC(T1, dl )  , and hence t E GEN(T1). Thus, by condition (5) of 
the theorem, r*(t) is nonempty. From (5.2.1) and condition (2) of the theorem, 
r*(t) is a subset of GENC(P~, A2). Consider any w' -= FR(t') for t '~ ~-*(t). 
By condition (4), TR(t) =~ TR(t') and hence RANGE(TR(t)) is contained in 
RANGE(TR(t')) .  Hence m eRANGE(TR(t ' ) ) .  Thus, (w', m) eL(D2). This 
proves (b). | 
Theorem T.5.2 states conditions under which it can be guaranteed that e is 
a (semantic preserving and total) translation from the source language to the 
target language. Further, if these conditions are satisfied, ~ also provides a 
translation for each possible meaning of the source sentence. 
5.2. Minimality of Conditions 
The conditions provided in T.5.2 are sufficient to ensure that -~ is a translation. 
However, these conditions are not necessary in order that ~ be a translation 
Nevertheless, they do form a minimal set of conditions in another sense of the 
term. 
Unless we can prove that a translation procedure produces emantic preserving 
translations, we have no guarantee of the translations produced by them. In 
theorem T.5.2 we prove that the procedure induced by ~- produces emantic 
preserving translations of all input sentences, if a certain set of conditions are 
satisfied. However, if the set of conditions given in Theorem T.5.2 is not 
satisfied, e may still be a translation, but it will be unprovable in general whether 
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¢ is a translation. In this section we will show that if all the conditions of Theorem 
T.5.2 are not satisfied by a table transducer, then it is undecidable whether ¢ 
is a translation. 
THEOREM T.5.3. Let r be a table transducer f om T 1 to T s within D 1 and D= . 
Then, if  r does not satisfy all the conditions of T.5.2, it is undecidable in general 
whether ~ is a translation from L(D1) to L(Dz). 
Proof. Claim 1. I f  r satisfies all the conditions of T.5.2 except for condition 
(1), it is undecidable whether ~ is a translation from L(DI) to L(D2). 
Proof 1. The problem of deciding whether ~ is a translation from L(D1) 
to L(D2) is reducible to that of deciding whether SEN(G) C SEN(G') for an 
arbitrary pair of context free grammars G = (N, Z, P, A) and G' = (N', 2J', 
P ' ,  A'). Assume without loss of generality that N ~ N '  is empty. Construct 
D, = (G1, S1) and D 2 = (Gs, $2) with 
G~ = (N vo N '  vo {A~}, Eva Z', P u P '  w {AI<A), AI<A')}, A1) 
G 2 = (N '  w {as}  , Z', P' u {A~,(A')}, A2), 
where A 1 and A~ are new symbols. Thus SEN(G)  = (SEN(G) v3 SEN(G')). 
and SEN(G~) = SEN(G'). Pick 81 and $2 to be the trivial semantics that assigns 
Ml(X ) = 1, Mz(x ) = 1 for each symbol x, and TR(p)(1 --" 1) = 1 for each 
production p. Thus L(DI) is the set of elements (w, 1) where w E SEN(Gi) 
(for i = l, 2). Construct a table transducer r where r(A~(A'))  = {(ds(A') ,  1)}, 
and for each production X(Y  1 "" Y~) ~ P'  : 
r(X< I71 "'" Y~)) = {(X< I71 "'" Y~), ml "" mk)} 
where m i ~-  i if Yi E (N'  u (A2}), and m i = 0 otherwise. 
Clearly r satisfies conditions (2), (3), (4) and (5) of T.5.2, but does not satisfy 
condition (1). Further, e(w) = w for each w e SEN(G'). Hence, since SEN(G1) = 
(SEN(G) ~o SEN(G')) and MSEN(G1)= SEN(G1), ¢ is a translation from 
L(D1) to L(D2) if and only if SEN(G) _C SEN(G'), an undecidable problem. | 
Claim 2. I f  r satisfies all the conditions of T.5.2 except for condition (2), 
it is undecidable whether ¢ is a translation floraL(D1) to L(D2). 
Proof 2. We prove claim 2 by a reduction to the problem of determining 
whether an arbitrary partial reeursive function g is the identity function. Pick 
G~ = ({A, B}, {a}, {A(B), BfBa), Bfa)}, A) 
G = fiX, V}, {b}, {X(Y>, Y(Yb>, r(b>}, X). 
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Let D 1 = (G1, ,5'1) and D 2 = (G2, $2) where the semantics are such that 
TR(A<B>)(n) = n 
TR(X< Y>)(n) = g(n) 
TR(B<Ba})(nl) = n + 1 
TR(Y<Yb>)(nl) = n q- 1 
TR(B<@)(1) = 1 
TR(Y<b>)(1) = 1, 
where n is any integer, and g is any partial recursive function. Pick a table 
transducer r as follows: 
~'(A<B>) = {(Y, 1)} 
~(B<B~>) = {(Y<Yb>, (1, 0))} 
,(B<a>) = {(Y(b>, 0)} 
Clearly r satisfies conditions (1), (3), (4), (5) of T.5.2. But, from the value of 
r(A<B)), it does not satisfy condition (2). The reader may easily verify that 
e(a" 0 = {b"}. However, ~ is a translation if and only ifg is the identity function, 
which is undecidable in general. | 
Claim 3. If r satisfies all the conditions of T.5.2 except for condition (3), 
it is undecidable whether -~ is a translation from L(D~) to L(D~). 
Proof 3. We prove this claim by a reduction to the halting problem for an 
arbitrary partial recursive function g on input n. Construct a table transducer 
,(s<a>) = {(s<a>, 0)} 
,(s<z>) = {(s<z,>, (0, 0))} 
,(z<~>) = {(z<~>, 0)}. 
Pick D1 = (G~, S,) where the productions of G~ are S<a), S<Z) and Z(a), 
and let $1 be such that Ml(a ) = n, with 
TR(S<aS)(n) = n 
TR(Z(a>)(n) = n 
TR(S<Z))(x) = g(x) for any integer x. 
Pick D 2 = (G 2 , S~) such that the productions of G 2 include S<a), S<Z*>, and 
Z(a>, the axiom of G2 is S, and r is a semantic preserving table transducer 
within D I and D~. Thus, r satisfies conditions (1), (2), (4), and (5) of T.5.2, 
but violates condition (3) by the value of r(S<Z)). Further, 
¢(a) = {a} if g(n) is undefined 
-- {a, Z*} if g(n) is defined. 
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So ~ is a translation from L(D1) to L(D2) if and only if g(n) is undefined, an 
undecidable question. Thus, it is undecidable if e is a translation if there is 
some (t', x 1 "" x~) ff T(t) with x i = 0 and FR(t')i ~ Ne.  
In a similar manner, using the table transducer ~-', 
• ' (S~Zb)) = {(s (z ) ,  2)} 
• ' ( z (a ) )  = {(Z<a) ,  0)) 
r'(S(ab}) = {(S(a}, 0)}, 
along with suitable source and target LDS's  D 1 and D 2 , it may be shown that 
~'(ab) = {a} ifg(n) is undefined, and ~'(ab) -- {a, Z} ifg(n) is defined. Thus it is 
undecidable if e' is a translation if there is some (t', x 1 ... x~) ~ .r'(t) with x~ > 0 
and FR(t)x~ e 2J~. This proves the claim. | 
Claim 4. I f  r satisfies the conditions of T.5.2 except for condition (4), it is 
undecidable whether ~ is a translation from L(D1) to L(D~). 
Proof 4. This claim is proven by a reduction to the undecidable problem 
of determining whether, for an arbitrary partial recursive function g, g(2n) = n 
for all integers n. Let D 1 and D 2 be as constructed in the proof of claim (2). 
Let ~- be 
~(A(B}) = {(X~Y}, 1)} 
-r(B(Ba)) = {(Y(Y(Yb}b) ,  (1, O, 0))} 
-r(B(a)) = {(Y( Y(b)b}, (0, 0))}. 
Clearly r satisfies conditions (1), (2), (3) and (5) of T.5.2, but violates (4). 
Further e(a ~) = (b 2",) for all integers n. Thus, e is a translation if and only if 
g(2n) = n for all integers n, an undecidable problem. I 
Claim 5. I f  r satisfies the conditions of T.5.2 except for condition (5), it is 
undecidable whether e is a translation from L(D1) to L(D2). 
Proof 5. This claim is proven by a reduction to the undecidable problem 
of determining whether SEN(G) C SEN(G') for arbitrary context free grammars 
G = (N, 2J, P, A) and G' = (N', Z', P', A'). The proof is very similar to that 
of claim 1, and is merely sketched. The source and target LDS's  Dt and D 2 
are both identical, and equal to the source LDS in the proof of claim 1. The 
table transducer r transduces each production of P u P '  to itself, as in the proof 
of claim 1. Also, ~- transduces AI(A'  ) to itself. But r(AI(A}) is the null set. 
Thus -r*(Al<A}[t]) is undefined for all t E GENC(P, A), and 7*(AI(A'}[t']) = 
Az(A'}[t'] for all t' ~ GENC(P' ,  A'). Hence ~ is a translation if and only if all 
sentences of L(D1) have parses in the grammar G', i.e., if and only if SEN(G) _C 
SEN(G'), which is undecidable. | 
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The theorem follows from claims (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5). | 
Thus, the conditions tated in T.5.2 are sufficient o prove that a table 
transducer ~- induces a translation ~, and form a minimal set within which it is 
provable that e is a translation. 
Finally, a table transducer that satisfies conditions (2), (3), and (4) of T.5.2 
induces partial translations, tated in T.5.4 below. The proof of this theorem is 
essentially contained within the proof of T.5.2 (Krishnaswamy, 1976). 
THEOREM T.5.4. Let "r be a table transducer f om T 1 to T 2 within D 1 and D 2 
that satisfies conditions (2), (3) and (4) of T.5.2. Let S be the set: 
S = {w/w = FR(t), t e GENC(P1,  A1) , RANGE(TR(t)) is nonempty, and 
r*(t) is nonempty}. 
Then ¢ is a partial translation from L(D1) to L(D~) that is total on S and undefined 
elsewhere. 
6. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
We have mvestigated a model of language translation. Conditions are studied 
under which semantic preserving translations are obtained. Finally, we prove that 
if these conditions are not satisfied, it is undecidable in general whether a trans- 
lation is semantic preserving and total. 
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